Faster We Burn

Katie Hallman is done with douchebags. Done with guys who treat her like crap and leave her broken. But then Stryker Grant is there anyway. With his numerous piercings and bleached hair, he's the polar opposite of all of her past relationships, which makes him the perfect candidate. At first, Katie just sees him as a physical escape from her previous rocky relationship, and Stryker doesn't seem to mind just being a distraction from Katie's problems. But soon he's getting under her skin, peeling back layers she'd rather keep covered. She tries to make it clear that she doesn't want a relationship, but keeps breaking her own rules. Then a tragedy sends Katie into the only arms who are there to catch her, and she'll realize that she needs him more than she ever thought possible. But is she ready to let herself trust another guy with her already-battered heart? Or will she push him away to protect herself from getting hurt again?

Chord

Chase Hillier has plans, and nothing will cause her to deviate from them. So far, they're pretty simple: Get through her first year of college with good grades, read a lot of books, and hopefully find a cute boyfriend who could turn into her husband someday. She's got it all mapped out. No one is going to stand in her way. Not even her roommate, Cordelia Scott. Cordelia Scott has her own plans: Get through her freshman year without too many panic attacks, figure out what the hell she wants to major in, and meet a guy who finally makes her heart flutter. Fate has other plans for the two when they end up as roommates and neither of them can stop thinking about the other. They're both absolutely sure that they like boys and not girls. But their sparks can't be extinguished and they realize there is a lot more to their connection with each other than either of them thought. How will they navigate a path that neither of them planned on taking?

Anyone But You

Things are going great for Sutton Kay, or at least they were. Her yoga studio is doing well, she's living with her best friend, and she just got two kittens named Mocha and Cappuccino. Sure, she doesn't have a girlfriend, but her life is full and busy. Then her building is sold and the new landlord turns out to be the woman putting in a gym downstairs who doesn't seem to understand the concepts "courtesy" and "don't be rude to your tenants." Sutton can't get a read on Tuesday Grímsdóttir, but she can appreciate her muscles. Seriously, Tuesday is ripped. Not that that has anything to do with anything since she's too surly to have a conversation with, and won't stop pissing Sutton off. Sutton's life gets interesting after she dares Tuesday to make it through one yoga class, and then Tuesday gives Sutton the same dare. Soon enough they're spending time working out together and when the sweat starts flowing, the sparks start flying. How is it possible to be so attracted to a person you can barely stand? But when someone from Tuesday's past shows up and Sutton sees a whole new side of Tuesday, will she change her mind about her grumpy landlord? Can she?
For Real

Two people. One fake relationship. What could go wrong? When virgin Shannon Travers gets fed up with her friends demanding that she find a boyfriend, she enlists the help of tattooed, mohawk-rocking graphic design student Jett. He's more than happy to play along with their Fake Relationship, including the Ten Rules of Fake Dating that control-freak Shannon comes up with. Even if he likes to violate them. Repeatedly. But what happens when Fake Dating starts to feel... not fake anymore? Will Shannon be willing to let go and embrace the first thing in her life that's ever felt REAL? *This is a New Adult Contemporary Romance and is suitable for ages 17 and up* Other books by Chelsea M. Cameron: Nocturnal (The Noctalis Chronicles, Book One) Nightmare (The Noctalis Chronicles, Book Two) Neither (The Noctalis Chronicles, Book Three) Neverend (The Noctalis Chronicles, Book Four) Whisper New Adult Contemporary Romance: My Favorite Mistake My Sweetest Escape (January 28, 2014) Deeper We Fall (Fall and Rise, Book One) Faster We Burn (Fall and Rise, Book Two) Christmas Catch: A Holiday Novella Adult Contemporary Romance: Sweet Surrendering

Slowly We Trust

Audrey Valdez didn't mean to fall for Will Anders. He isn't her type. At all. But his goofy smile, Star Wars quotes and athletic body make it impossible. She's lived so long in the darkness and Will is like the sun. He makes her laugh more than she has in years and cares for her more than her own family. But there are things about Audrey that Will doesn't know, things he can't know. She tries to push him away, but he just ends up getting close to her, and to her secret. Is the risk of losing him forever worth the chance of being with the only person she's ever loved who has loved her back?

Style

Kyle Blake likes plans. So far, they're pretty simple: Finish her senior year of high school, head off to a good college, find a cute boyfriend, graduate, get a good job, get married, the whole heterosexual shebang. Nothing is going to stand in the way of that plan. Not even Stella Lewis. Stella Lewis also has a plan: Finish her senior year as cheer captain, go to college, finally let herself flirt with (and maybe even date) a girl for the first time and go from there. Fate has other plans for Kyle and Stella when they're paired up in their AP English class and something between them ignites. It's confusing and overwhelming and neither of them know what to do about it. One thing they do know is that their connection can't be ignored. The timing just isn't right. But is there ever a good time for falling in love?

My Favorite Mistake

Afraid of getting her heart broken, Taylor Caldwell is intent on getting rid of new roommate Hunter Zaccadelli before she falls in love with him, but her determination gives way to desire as they begin to share secrets and romance.
**Together We Heal**

Trish Grant is not a romantic. Okay, so she may read her share of romance novels, but that doesn't mean she thinks that some fellow with a six pack is going to ride up on a horse and sweep her (literally) off her feet. Romance like that just isn't for her. It belongs on the page. Max Greene noticed Trish at his cousin's funeral, of all places. She was hard to miss with her citrus-colored hair, violet contacts and fiery attitude. Trish is just as captivated by Max. He makes her laugh, which is rare, and it doesn't hurt that he rocks blue hair and isn't put off by her resting bitch face. On the outside, their relationship seems sweet and perfect, but that's a lie. To say that Trish's childhood was rocky is an understatement. She's a mess of scars and hangups and is convinced that there's no way Max is going to stick around. He's determined to prove to Trish that she's a girl worth loving, flaws and all. Will she let Max in? Or will she give up her potential fairytale to protect her already-scarred heart from further damage?

**Didn't Stay in Vegas**

Sometimes what happens in Vegas doesn't stay there. Callyn Stott wakes up from a night-out at her friend Lara's Bachelorette party in Vegas with a hangover... and a wife. She's not really sure how she and her best friend Emma got hitched, only that they did and it's completely and totally legal. Callyn is used to getting in and out of scrapes, but this one takes the cake. Further complicating matters, Emma suggest that they stay married for "financial reasons" that don't really hold water. Not wanting to argue, Callyn agrees. The situation gets even more confusing when Callyn has to move out of her apartment, and where is she going to stay? With her fake wife, and best friend, of course. It's not like anything is going to happen. Things between the two of them have always been strictly platonic and best-friendy, right? Emma hasn't been secretly in love with Callyn her whole life and has just been waiting for Callyn to notice. No, surely not. Will Callyn get her head out of her ass and see what's right in front of her, or will she live the rest of her life oblivious that the one person she's always wanted is already there?

**Unveiled Attraction**

Maeve Ivey doesn't have time for bullshit. She's got her bridal boutique to run, she just started designing custom wedding attire, and she's healing from a vicious breakup. Plus, she also has a cat named Shady that needs plenty of belly rubs. Everything changes when her makeup artist quits and in walks Cedar Shay to interview for the job. The very same Cedar Shay that Maeve spent one reckless and steamy night with a thousand years ago. Okay, it wasn't a thousand years ago, but it was way in the past. To top it off, that was Maeve's first time, period. Of course, Maeve is professional enough to overlook that little (MAJOR) fact, especially when it's clear that Cedar doesn't remember her at all. Great. Things are distant and cordial until Maeve finds out that not only does Cedar remember her, but she's been thinking about that night too. A LOT. The two are determined to keep everything above board, but will they be able to resist each other when they're together all the time? Or will they give in to temptation and potentially ruin everything they've both worked so hard for?
Beating Opelka secured Norrie’s 50th tour-level win of the season, a tally only bettered by Stefanos Tsitsipas, Alexander Zverev and Casper Ruud British men's number one Cameron Norrie stayed in ...

Village heat pump scheme that has cost £250,000 per house
Why does it always end up this way? David Cameron’s Green Deal was much the same. Introduced in 2013 to slash carbon emissions by offering loans to insulate homes, the National Audit Office found ...

Australia recall Usman Khawaja in their 15-man squad for the first two Ashes Tests... with Marcus Harris tipped to open the batting alongside David Warner at the Gabba and in ...
Tim Paine (c), Pat Cummins (v-c), Cameron Green, Josh Hazlewood ... This group is well balanced to ensure we are prepared for the many challenges of an Ashes Series,' Bailey said.

SOMETHING SMELLS VERY FISHY IN ALASKA
And as if all of that doesn't stink enough, we still don't know who won the Ted Stevens U.S. Senate ... submitted a ballot and failed to register a vote in the senate race. I'm not sure statistically ...

Cameron Norrie in disbelief after winning 'biggest title' of career at Indian Wells
Cameron Norrie ... handling what I can. We'll see how it goes. "I'm looking forward to the indoor season. I really like the courts. I've never really made a deep run in one of those ...

Monday Scramble: Zozo win continues dream year for Hideki Matsuyama, Japan
But this was still quite a scene on the 72nd hole, which Matsuyama eagled to win by five shots over Cameron Tringale and ... It's also the widest we've seen him smile ... ever, maybe?

Marie Antoinette’s Adultery Unmasked by Modern Science
That's a pretty big risk to take if you don't mean it, and it is why Fersen, who kept copies of these letters and feared they might fall into the wrong hands, edited those particular words. The ...

Chelsea tell fans season ticket prices are TRIPLING next year in Stamford Bridge's West Stand upper
Now, Chelsea have written to supporters. Your current season tickets will fall into the Tier 1 ... rise reflects the need for clubs to generate more revenue from their stadiums, say analysts ...

Trader Joe’s Announced A Recall Of A Popular Chicken Product
Two different chicken burger products are being recalled, one of which is sold at Trader Joe's following an announcement by the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Food Safety and Inspection Service.

Christmas adverts for 2021 from John Lewis to Boots, Sports Direct and M&S
His original track Love Runs Deeper provides the narration from Mike's perspective. It's the longest of the Christmas adverts so far, running at just under three and a half minutes. We're going ...

Cyber Monday: We've found the hottest deals you can shop now from Walmart, Target and more
Check back often—we'll be adding new deals and updating this list with the latest sales and savings through Cyber Monday. Happy shopping! - Jennifer Ernst Beaudry, Reviewed 1. New Apple AirPods ...